THE GOVERNMENT ANNOUNCED in February 2018 that there will be a new legal "Recognition and Implementation of Indigenous Rights Framework," as a way to breathe new life into Section 35 of the Constitution.

Section 35 is the Canadian constitutional protection of Aboriginal and Treaty Rights. The purpose of this brief is to highlight some of the issues and concerns about this new framework approach as it pertains to the northeastern part of Turtle Island, with a particular focus on the Mi’kmaq in negotiations with the federal and provincial governments in what is known as the Made-In-Nova Scotia Process (Mi’kmaq Rights Initiative (MRI) Negotiations).

It is well-documented that older policies of assimilation such as the White Paper of 1969 have been re-articulated as narratives of self-determination and reconciliation with an emphasis on nation-to-nation or "Crown" relations. I contend that this is also the case with the recently announced new legislative framework.

The Peace and Friendship Treaties are being domesticated under Canadian law through the framework of Section 35. Section 35 is further domesticating the international law of UNDRIP and Indigenous rights to free, prior and informed consent.

DOMESTICATING MARSHALL
Current treaty and self-government negotiations with Mi’kmaq and Wolastoqiyik (Maliseet) (and more recently with Passamaquoddy) Chiefs in the maritime provinces and the Gaspésie region of Québec were triggered by the Supreme Court of Canada (SCC) decision known as the Marshall Decision in 1999. The Marshall Decision is based on the case of the late Donald Marshall, Jr., a Mi’kmaw from Unamaki (Land of the Fog, now known as Cape Breton) who was charged for fishing and selling eels without a license. In Marshall, the SCC upheld the 1760 and 1761 Peace and Friendship Treaties as the basis for a treaty right to fish for a moderate livelihood.

Though treaty fishing rights are the precursor for negotiations, since 1999 the Made-In-Nova Scotia process has culminated into negotiations over other resource sectors, as well, such as forestry and various energy development projects.

Canada lists the Made-In-Nova Scotia process as a Comprehensive Lands Claims process on its website, despite repeated confirmations from the federal government that the process is not a “modern treaty” process and “extinction” is not being contemplated for participating groups.
Rather, as stated in a letter from Joe Wild, Senior Assistant Deputy Minister on Treaties and Aboriginal Government, the failure to properly categorize the Made-In-Nova-Scotia process indicates that Canada is looking to "change the terminology."  

It is in this light that we must interpret the Liberal’s announcement that the Nova Scotia Process has transformed into a “Recognition of Indigenous Rights and Self-Determination Discussion Table” (or “rights and recognition” table, for short). This table has expanded now to include the Mi’kmaq of Nova Scotia along with the Mi’kmaq of New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, the Maliseet of New Brunswick and now includes the Maliseet of Viger, Quebec and the Peskotomukati (Passamaquoddy), New Brunswick.

The “new” process is explicitly another attempt to interpret our Peace and Friendship Treaties. What is behind this process? What does it say about Canada’s understanding of our treaty rights and title?

DOMESTICATING UNDRIP

‘Uncertainty’ around Indigenous rights poses the greatest challenge for Canada and sovereign states around the world that seek to mobilize property law (as certainty) for neoliberal means, most robustly in the extractive industry sector.

Therefore, it appears that the “certainty technique” – a policy initiated by the prior Conservative Government for negotiations with Indigenous Peoples – is being mobilized and extended under the new legislative framework. As Trudeau states, “[The Indigenous Rights Framework] will give greater confidence and certainty to everyone involved.”

How will it do so? In part, through the mechanisms replacing the land claims policy, which was failing and falling apart.

Keeping groups in these new land claim and resource arrangements will domesticate the Peace and Friendship Treaties. This explains some of the perplexity of Mi’kmaq activists and their allies about how the Mi’kmaw leadership remains silent on the relentless clear-cutting in Nova Scotia. And though the Mi’kmaw Chiefs have expressed concern about experimental tidal energy turbines—placed in one of the most significant cultural and fishing areas of Mi’kmaki (our ancestral homelands) now known as the Minas Passage—and about the Alton Gas salt caverns project—in a river system that continues to be used by the community of Sipeknekatik to mention a few, the Mi’kmaw leadership continues to engage in this process and has entered into several Impact Benefit Agreements (IBAs) with energy companies. These include Kameron Coal Management Limited (Donkin Coal Mine) and Emera, The Maritimes Link Project to transport hydro electricity from Muskrat Falls, Newfoundland which is contentious for dissenting Indigenous grassroots and their allies there.

Though the Made-In-Nova Scotia Process was established to negotiate how to implement treaty rights, in 2013 the Mi’kmaw leadership had to file a court application in order for the government to comply with Marshall. At the same time, these consultations on corporate access to resources and development projects indicate one of the main defining parameters for negotiating and implementing treaty rights that will now be formalized under the new ‘recognition and rights’ tables.

Further, the province recently announced that the Scotian Basin Exploration Drilling Project received a permit to drill despite local Mi’kmaw grassroots dissent. Indeed, as noted above, the Mi’kmaw of NS are listed in Trudeau’s “rights and recognition tables” and have produced a document to outline “Crown Consultation.”
In 2016, the Liberal Minister of Natural Resources, Jim Carr announced that the "Liberal government is in the process of developing a 'Canadian definition' of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples." Carr has been citing IBAs for some time as indicating Indigenous consent to the contentious Kinder Morgan Pipeline on the west coast. Most recently he cites 43 IBAs with First Nations as indicating consent for the contentious Kinder Morgan Pipeline despite the dissent of the Secwépemc People whose ancestral homelands are mostly impacted.

Therefore, are we to conclude that Trudeau's new legislative framework indicates a different and improved process for Indigenous relations? Indigenous Activists, myself included, contend that this new framework is just another re-articulation or reformulation of older policies of dispossession.

As Russell Diabo argues, by invoking section 35 of the Constitution for implementing UNDRIP, it becomes a mechanism for domesticating and thereby subjugating UNDRIP under Canadian sovereignty.

CONCLUSION
In closing, I would like to draw on a final observation. When the Marshall Decision upheld a treaty right to a moderate livelihood, the natural resource committee under the Mi'kmaq-NS-Canada Tripartite forum for discussing matters of mutual concern, was immediately removed and placed within formal consultation and treaty negotiations that became the Made-In-Nova Scotia process. Eighteen years later, the federal government split the Department of Indigenous Affairs into two departments, separating Crown relations from services.

In my view, these are neoliberal re-articulations that attempt to sever Indigenous Peoples from the land and water on which they depend in order to commodify natural resources under the guise of “closing the gap” or for the goal of economic development. This neoliberalization of Indigenous Treaty and Aboriginal Rights runs counter to most Indigenous worldviews where Land, Water and Humans are interdependent and require responsible stewardship.
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